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SCRIMMAGE! 

7 Leadership Ideas that Make a Difference 
 
Embrace Change 
We each have to take responsibility for our own destiny and do something different if we want to change it.  You 
are not a prisoner of your past.  Examine your priorities to help you identify where you need to make changes.  
If the path your on is not working for you, change it.  If you are not the person you want to be, work to be 
different.  As you strive to make meaningful changes in your life, be willing to step outside your comfort zone.  If 
you’re comfortable you’re not growing.  Embrace change and the discomfort that comes with developing. 

Take Control of Your Emotions 
You are in control of your emotions.  You can control your thoughts—and the way in which you think determines 
how feel and act.  Every day you experience events and people in your life and you interpret those experiences.  
Your interpretation of these events and people results in your emotions—such as happiness, sadness, anger, 
frustration, elation, or joy.    The outcomes of the ways we interpret events are out emotions.  To help you take 
control here’s a formula: Events you experience + your interpretation of the events = your emotions. 

Build Right Relationships: Appreciating Others 
Everybody wants to have friends.  We like to associate with others like us.  We enjoy the company of others.  
We like to be recognized and appreciated by others.  We like to feel that we belong.  We like to have someone 
with whom we can talk in confidence.  We like the security of knowing there are people we can count on when 
we need them.  “We” includes every teammate.  For this reason, build relationships based on appreciation with 
your teammates, especially those at the end of the bench. 

Build Right Relationships: Helping Others 
Leaders help others to meet their needs and achieve their goals.  When you help others to achieve their 
desires, they see you as a positive part of their lives.  Solid relationships are built on recognizing and 
contributing to the achievement of the needs and goals of others. 

Greet People Enthusiastically 
Greet each teammate daily.  Greet your coaches too.  Initiate the greeting.  Say it with enthusiasm.  By acting 
enthusiastically, you are increasing the likelihood that you will be enthusiastic and that it will spread to the 
person you greeted.  When you greet your teammates and coaches with a handshake, look them directly in the 
eyes letting them know you truly appreciate their presence.  Greeting teammates daily with a handshake will 
establish a tradition.  This tradition will assist you in those moments when a conflict emerges.  You’ll already 
have in place the trustworthiness that will bring you face-to-face to resolve any distressing issue. 

Be a Positive Person to Be Around 
We all like for those close to us to be positive and uplifting.  We like to be around people who can raise our 
spirits when we feel low.  We like to be around people who see the good in us, events, and life in general.  We 
do not like to be around people who are constantly griping, moaning, and groaning.  These are people we 
avoid.  So look for the good in others and emphasize the positive in your relationships. 
 
Take Control of Yourself 
If you are not disciplining or controlling yourself, you are being controlled by others or you are unable to control 
yourself.  When you are being controlled by others, you do things because others reward or punish you in some 
way.  For example, you might know it is damaging to spread gossip because it can hurt a teammate, but you do 
it anyway because your best friend enjoys talking negatively about people behind their backs.  To keep the 
friendship, you engage in malicious talk even though you know it is wrong.  You choose the reward of friendship 
from your “friend” and allow that to control your behavior, rather than to have the self-discipline to do what you 
know is right.  Self-disciplined people do what they believe to be right even when it seems inconvenient. 
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